
•Forensic audit speclialists 
generated data from seized 
computers 

•Five -volume report comprising 
various sub-reports was 
assembled after nine months of 
research and analysis.  

•Findings were delivered to 
client as PwC's professional 
opinion regarding internal fraud  
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•Document consistency work 
began while assembly teams 
were still drafting respective 
parts of the report  

•Translators and editors opened 
channel for assembly teams to 
get instant feedback on wording 
options 

•We provided series of just-in-
time coaching/training sessions 
to "socialize" style points 

Process 
•Client counsel uncomfortable 

with time window between 
point when report subsections 
would  be merged and deadline 

•Individual assembly teams were 
100% zoomed in on 
data/findings 

•We liased between client 
counsel and assembly teams for  
big-picture alignment and 
"preventive editing"  

People 

SOLUTION: Jesse Morgan led other specialists in 
three-prong doc. production support mission aimed 
at making lengthy report more manageable (2005). 
Client counsel, production team and native 
translator/editors saw deliverable was too 
voluminous for normal editing.  This created buy-in 
and willingness to try ad hoc standardization 
mechanisms which ultimately served to mitigate  
accuracy/consistency risks linked to tight deadline. 

 

   Jesse Morgan Tailored Language Solutions

CASE STUDY 1 Project:  Padang Cement Special Audit   

    End user:  Dispute Analysis & Investigations (DA&I) 

    Client:  PricewaterhouseCoopers, Jakarta   
    

  

SITUATION: Shareholders of state-controlled cement maker PT Semen Gresik requested a 

forensic investigation into inventory irregularities at dozens of plants of subsidiary PT 

Semen Padang. PricewaterhouseCoopers was appointed to do the work which was 

handled by the Sydney-based DA&I team.   
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SOLUTION: To support market leader’s objective of 

phasing in radical image makeover as quickly and 

smoothly as possible, we created a series of “Effective 

Presentations” workshops to incorporate and align 

various aspects of the new guidance (from grammar 

and usage points to color and intellectual property 

concerns).  

 DOCUMENT – Working closely with BD, we developed an 

abbreviated version of style guide from “Global.” This 

was used to tie in new standards from Global and 

existing local “better business English” initiative.  

Example: standard advice on writing clear sentences is 

presented as “How to create reader-friendly slide titles 

using new templates from Global”)  

 PROCESS– We teamed up with PwC IT managers to take 

advantage of firm members’ curiosity about trendy, 

new templates and MS Office add- ons to promote best 

practices for optimizing spell check and grammar check   

 PEOPLE – Workshops were made available to one entire 

practice team at a time. This created opportunity for 

teams to fine-tune new guidance to individual needs 

and for manages and directors to get in front of quality 

 

CASE STUDY 2  Project:  Connected Thinking (internal branding)  

    End user:  Dispute Analysis & Investigations (DA&I) 

    Client:  PricewaterhouseCoopers, Jakarta   
 
       

PricewaterhouseCoopers had just undergone a global-level re-branding and positioning 

exercise in line with its “Connected Thinking” narrative and mandatory guidelines were 

being cascaded to affiliates 

worldwide. Material in the 

new standards kit included 

revised corporate 

communication policies, 

updated global style guide, 

branding templates, new 

software add-ons, and 

ready-made training 

materials intended to 

expedite adoption.  

As relevance and 

usefulness of new 

standards from “Global” 

were uneven, the PwC 

business development 

division (BD) requested our 

assistance in excerpting, 

repackaging and 

“socializing” the most 

important and generally 

applicable guidance.   

 

 

  

 

 

 


